COLORECTAL CANCER AWARENESS MONTH
Early Detection and Screening
WHY GET SCREENED?
Screening can often find colorectal cancer early, when it's small, hasn't
spread, and might be easier to treat. Regular screening can even prevent
colorectal cancer. A polyp can take as many as 10 to 15 years to develop
into cancer. With screening, doctors can find and remove polyps before
they have the chance to turn into cancer.

WHO GET’S SCREENED?
EVERYONE! But the age at which you begin screening may depend on a
few factors. See the graphic below to better understand when you
should begin your screening.

WHAT DOES SCREENING LOOK LIKE?
There are a few different screening tests currently available. See the
graphic below to see some quick facts about them.

In loving Memory of Joan Kunicki—2013
“I was diagnosed with Stage IV Colon Cancer when I was 33. I still
have a very hard time admitting to that fact. I have pretty much tried
to block the “bad memories” out of my mind, but when I went on
this web site and saw how many more Forget Me Not Stories there
were than Stories of Hope, I felt compelled to share my story.
A few months before March of 2007, I started noticing some changes in my bowels. I was going more frequently, looser. Then I started
noticing mucous. And what finally brought me to the doctor was a
little bit of blood. Right away because of my age, the doctor said I
feel confident it’s colitis and even prescribed me medicine. Thank
God he was a thorough doctor and sent me to a gastro specialist.
Even she thought because of my age, it was colitis and prescribed
even more medicine. She wanted to follow up with a colonoscopy
just to be sure.
On March 19, 2007, I went to a local hospital to have the colonoscopy. I wasn’t worried at all, thought it was colitis. When I woke up
from the procedure — I’ll never forget the look on the doctor’s face
— she said I’m 99 percent sure it’s colon cancer. Within a few days, I
went to the University of Penn and had a colon resection. The pathology report showed it was pretty far along. It had invaded the
wall and all that medical jargon. Several of my lymph nodes came
back positive and the CAT scan also showed several, small nodules
on my lungs. I definitely was not prepared for all of that news.”
Read the rest of Joan’s story by clicking here.

